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AS MUCH OF 2,000 PARTICIPANT JOINTS ON THE 2019 ANTAM’S FREE FARE HOMECOMING EVENT

Jakarta, May 31, 2019 - PT Aneka Tambang Tbk (ANTAM; IDX: ANTM; ASX: ATM) is pleased to announce the Company conducted the 2019 free fare homecoming event in collaboration with The State-Owned Enterprise Ministry (The SOE Ministry) in order to support the SOE Ministry program of "The SOEs Present To The Nation". For ANTAM, the 2019 event marked as a third consecutive free fare homecoming occasion since 2017. The inauguration of the first batch was conducted by ANTAM's Director of Commerce, Aprilandi Hidayat Setia at ANTAM head office in Jakarta on May 29, 2019.

ANTAM's Director of Commerce, Aprilandi Hidayat Setia said: "In 2019, in accordance with implementation “The SOEs Present To The Nation” program through The SOEs Homecoming Event, ANTAM are continuing the free fare homecoming event as part of Company's social contribution to the public to bring easily, safely and comfortably homecoming journey especially to the community around the Company's operating area.”

During the 2019 homecoming event, ANTAM provides the bus and ferry transportation for 2,000 travellers which consist of 750 travellers which transported by 15 bus to seven destination city in Java such as Semarang, Solo, Surabaya, Wonogiri, Yogyakarta, Malang and Purwokerto. During the event, the land route bus will be departed on 29, 30 and May 31, 2019 from Jakarta to destination city.

Meanwhile for sea lanes, ANTAM will facilitate the homecoming journey for 1,250 travellers with the ship route from Jakarta to Ternate, Bastiong - Rum, Rum - Bastiong, Bastiong - Sofifi in Ternate - Tidore, North Maluku with PT ASDP Indonesia Ferry (Persero) facility.
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